Predicting polypharmacology by binding site similarity: from kinases to the protein universe.
Polypharmacology is receiving increasing attention in the pharmaceutical industry, since finding new targets of a compound is useful not only for anticipating possible side effects but also for opening new therapeutic opportunities. Thus, while system biology and personalized medicine are becoming increasingly important, there is an urgent need to map the inhibition profile of a compound on a large panel of targets by using both experimental and computational methods. This is especially important for kinase inhibitors, given the high similarity at the binding site level for the 518 kinases in the human genome. In this paper, we propose and validate a new method to predict the inhibition map of a compound by comparison of binding pockets. We used a subset of the Ambit panel for the validation-17 inhibitors with K(d) measured on 189 kinases-and found that on average 37% of kinases inhibited with K(d) < 10 microM were retrieved at 10% ROC enrichment. These results make this method particularly suitable to rationalize and optimize the selectivity profile of a compound. In addition, the method was extended to explore all the proteins in the PDB by using as queries pockets occupied by compounds of biological interest (ATP and various marketed drugs). The profiling of compounds against the protein universe revealed that striking structural similarities at the subpocket level (RMSD < 0.5 A) may also occur among targets with different folds, which can be exploited not only to predict off-target effects but also to design novel inhibitors for the target of interest.